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GAS METER HAVING ULTRA-SENSITIVE MAGNETIC MATERIAL RETROFITTED
ONTO METER DIAL AND METHOD FOR PERFORMING METER RETROFIT

CROSS-REFERENCE TO RELATED APPLICATIONS
[0001]

This application is related to and claims the benefit of priority under one or more of 35

U.S.C 119 and/or 35 U.S.C 120 to U.S. Provisional Application 61/000,548 entitled "Gas Meter

Having Ultra-Sensitive Magnetic Material Retrofitted Onto Meter Dial And Method For
Performing Meter Retrofit" filed October 25, 2007 and incorporated by reference herein.
FIELD OF THE INVENTION

This invention pertains generally to utility meters and methods for operating and

[0002]

reading such utility meters remotely using automatic meter reading (AMR) techniques in an

advanced meter infrastructure (AMI), and more particularly to a structure and method for
retrofitting an essentially mechanical utility meter such as a water or gas utility meter so that it
may be read remotely using radio-frequency technology and so that the retrofit may be
accomplished simply by relative unskilled worker and without potential damage or alteration of
the meter or to a current reading stored in the mechanical meter assembly.

BACKGROUND
[0003]

Heretofore, for the residential class of diaphragm gas meters, the industry standard

method for retrofitting one of these meters with an Automatic Meter Reading (AMR) device has

been to install the conventional AMR module 112 between the main body of the gas meter and
the gas meter's index (register) as shown in FIG.2-FIG. 4 . The index (register) is a mechanical

clock work type assembly that is fairly delicate so as to allow it to be driven by and count

revolutions of a gas meter shaft that is internally driven by the flow of natural gas or propane
through the meter. Similar technology and the associated problems and limitations apply to

water utility meters. Electric utility meters, which include or have an available electrical energy
supply may also suffer from some of the same problems and limitations as those described for
gas meters.

[0004]

This basic conventional process for retrofitting a conventional AMR device may

typically involves the following primary steps.

Certain minor steps that may readily be

appreciated in conventional retrofit operations are not described to prevent obscuration of the
primary steps.
[0005]

First, the gas meter's index cover is removed from its attachment to the meter over the

meter index (register). The index cover is conventionally a simple transparent plastic cover that
allows a visual reading of the meter index dials and pointers, and that protects the meter index
mechanism.
[0006]

Second, the delicate mechanical clock work type index assembly is removed from the

meter including disengaging the index assembly from its driving gas meter shaft which will
continue to rotate if any gas is being consumed. Thus, it is necessary to carefully align the index
drive mechanism while the index drive is turning when it is reinstalled, which may tend to cause
a misalignment of the keyed shaft with the index assembly.
[0007]

Third, with the original index still removed from the gas meter, the original index is

attached to or mounted onto the conventional AMR module. In known examples of conventional
AMR retrofit assemblies and methods, the conventional AMR unit is attached to the back side of
the conventional index so that when reassembled, the conventional AMR unit is located between
the gas meter body and the original index. This placement at least somewhat diminishes the
performance of any radio frequency transmitter or receiver device as the metal of the meter body
and the metal of the index tends to shield, attenuate, or block some of the radio frequency
signals. Furthermore, the RF antenna that may be provided in the conventional AMR unit may

have diminished performance do to the adjacent metallic surfaces and structures.
[0008]

Fourth, the combined index and conventional AMR assembly is placed onto the meter

body, with care being taken to realign the keyed meter shaft (which may be rotating if there is
any gas flow). There may also be a possibility that the portion of the index receiving the gas
meter shaft was moved or rotated either from handling or to fit it to the AMR unit.
[0009]

Finally, the index cover or a replacement cover sized to accommodate the volume of the

combined AMR unit and index is installed.

[0010]

It may be noted that when the conventional AMR unit battery requires replacement, at

least the index cover needs to be removed thereby again exposing the index and AMR unit to
current environmental conditions such as dust, rain, ice, or snow. Depending upon the design of
the particular conventional AMR unit, removal of the index cover, index, and AMR unit, may be

required to access the battery as well as to perform any service or replacement of the electronics
portion of the AMR unit.
[0011]

Some additional problems and limitations created by this conventional methodology,

and by the physical and operational limitations of the AMR module in addition to those already
described include: First, the number of steps involved in this conventional retrofit process causes
a high labor cost and relatively high skilled technician to perform the tasks without damaging the
original or retrofit equipment.
[0012]

Second, assembly errors can occur during the assembly of the index onto the

conventional AMR module and the re-assembly of the conventional AMR device with the index
and the combined assembly to the gas meter. If either of these occurs the meter's index no
longer accurately tracks the flow of gas through the meter or the customer's gas consumption
because of the improper realignment of the index drive mechanism.

The removal and

replacement may also be susceptible to introducing an error or offset to the actual meter reading.
These kinds of errors can go undetected for an extended period of time resulting in lost revenue
or over charges by the utility company, additional labor costs to correct the problem at the
customer site, as well as possible customer relations problems.
[0013]

Third, once the conventional AMR module is attached to the gas meter, it is extremely

difficult, if not impossible, to change the AMR module's battery in the field, as the above
described installation procedure must be reversed and then repeated. These operations will be
performed with a unit that has been installed for months or years and with the accumulated dirt
on the unit. Either this will all need to be cleaned prior to disassembly and reassembly, or there

is significant chance of contaminating the assembly, particularly the clock work type index.
[0014]

Fourth, the radio frequency (RF) characteristics for the conventional AMR module are

poor because it is mounted between the meter, which is made of aluminum, and the meter's

index, which is made either of plastic, aluminum or brass and usually includes at least some
aluminum or brass components even when plastic in part. Depending upon the radio frequency
characteristics of the conventional AMR module radio and the location of a receiver/transmitter
for the conventional AMR signal, the aluminum meter and any aluminum, brass, or other metal
may severely reduce the ability of the AMR to send or receive radio frequency signals.
[0015]

Attention is now directed to a conventional gas meter and the procedure in which a

conventional AMR device and its retrofit installation has conventionally been achieved.
[0016]

FIG. 1 is an illustration showing a typical conventional utility gas meter 101 before a

conventional AMR retrofit, such as a meter made by the American Meter Company (also known
as Elser American Meter, 2221 Industrial Road, Nebraska City, NE 68410 USA). The gas meter

includes a gas meter body portion 104 having inlet 105 and outlet 106 plumbing connections,
and a meter index 108 covered by a meter index cover 110. The meter index is the portion of the
meter 101 that counts and indicates the amount of gas used and is conventionally a rotating clock
work type mechanism, wherein the flow of gas through the meter causes a shaft to rotate and the
rotation of the shaft which extends to an exterior of the meter body interacts with the meter
index. Rotation of gears and dials of the meter index is indicated as a meter index readout.
These conventional meter indexes are known in the art and not further described here.
[0017]

With reference to FIG. 2 - FIG. 4, we now describe a conventional industry solution for

gas meter retrofit solution as used in the gas metering industry prior to the invention described

herein.
[0018]

With reference to FIG. 2a-FIG. 2c, first the index cover 110 and then the index 108 is

removed from the meter body 104.
[0019]

With reference to FIG. 3a-3b, second, assemble the meter's original index 108 to the

AMR module assembly 112 including the AMR module 114 and new AMR module cover 116,
being very careful to properly align the meter index drive mechanism between the conventional
AMR module 114 and the meter's index 108. If this is not done properly the meter index 108
may be damaged and/or an inaccurate reading will result.

Likewise, an inaccurate reading

caused by improper alignment or installation may result in contention that the meter reading is
inaccurate and an inability to collect for gas consumption.
[0020]

With reference to FIG. 3c, third, mount the fully assembled AMR module assembly 114

with meter index 108 and the new AMR module cover 116 on the gas meter 101, being very
careful to properly align the index drive mechanism (typically a keyed drive shaft) between the
meter 108 and the AMR module 1 14. Again, if this is not done properly the meter index may be
damaged and/or an inaccurate reading will result.
[0021]

With reference to FIG. 4, fourth reattach the index cover 116 which will usually be a

replacement cover adapted to cover the increased depth of the original meter index 108 and the
added depth of the retrofit AMR module 114.

The conventionally retrofitted meter 130 is

illustrated in FIG. 4 and shows the conventional AMR module located under the index cover
between the meter body 104 and the original index cover 116. It may be appreciated that some
of these steps may be combined or divided in different ways.
[0022]

It will be apparent that the conventional retrofit involves significant disassembly and

reassembly steps that require a relatively skilled technician. These retrofit steps are even more
problematic since they are conducted in the field, possibly with old and weathered meters, dust
or rain in the air, cold temperatures, and other contaminant and environmental challenges. In the
event a part is damaged during disassembly or reassembly, the meter may be rendered
completely inoperative until replacement parts can be obtained and installed in addition to the
AMR module. The size of the AMR module is also significant and increases the size of the index
cover and its extension in the local environment potentially making it more vulnerable to
damage.
SUMMARY
[0023]

In one aspect, embodiments of the invention provide a method for retrofitting a

mechanical gas meter of the type having a gas meter shaft driven dial assembly with at least one
dial index pointer and a transparent glass or plastic index cover, the method comprising:

removing the meter existing index cover; attaching a magnet to a meter index dial pointer; and
mounting a replacement retrofit index cover which includes an attached AMR electronics

module to the meter to complete the installation; the retrofit installation being performed without
removing the shaft driven dial assembly.
[0024]

In a further aspect, embodiments of the invention provide a method for retrofitting a

mechanical gas meter of the type having a gas meter shaft driven dial assembly with at least one
dial index pointer and a transparent glass or plastic index cover, the method comprising:

removing the meter existing index cover; attaching a magnet to a meter index dial pointer; and
mounting one or more sensors inside a mounting bezel of the meter between the existing index
cover and the meter dial; the retrofit installation being performed without removing the shaft
driven dial assembly.
[0025]

In another aspect, embodiments of the invention provide a retrofit module for a utility

meter comprising: an index cover at least a portion of which is transparent so that movement of
index dials and pointers to which the index cover is to be attached are visible to visual observer;
a sensor disposed within or on a surface of the index cover located to be located proximate to but
not intersecting with a volume of space through which an index dial pointer or an extension of
such pointer of the meter to which the retrofit modules is to be attached will pass as it rotates;

and an electronics module including a housing having a container portion for holding the
electronic circuit and the battery and a cover portion for closing the container portion, the
electronics module being attached to or integrated with the index cover.
[0026]

In still another aspect, embodiments of the invention provide a gas meter index cover

comprising: a housing including at least one open face for attachment to a gas meter, the housing

having at least one transparent portion to permit human visual observation of meter index dials
and pointers when it is installed for operation on a gas meter; and a sensor including
magnetically sensitive material that is responsive to detect the presence or transient passage of a
permanent magnet and to thereby identify a rotation or partial rotation of a meter dial index
pointer to which the magnet will be attached.
[0027]

In still another aspect, embodiments of the invention provide a system and method for

performing automated meter reading comprising: an AMI retrofit assembly including a
mechanical to electrical conversion device, a radio for communicating a meter reading to an

external requestor and optionally for receiving data and commands; a network for
communicating the meter reading from the radio to a requesting server; and the server for
controlling the operation of the system.
[0028]

Other features and aspects of the invention and embodiments thereof will be apparent

from the following description and drawings.
BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS
[0029]

The foregoing and other advantages of the invention will be more fully understood with

reference to the description of the best embodiment and the drawing wherein:
[0030]

FIG. 1 is an illustration showing a typical conventional utility gas meter before an AMR

retrofit.
[0031]

FIG. 2 is an illustration showing a stage in the conventional industry solution for gas

meter retrofit solution as used in the gas metering industry.
[0032]

FIG. 3 is an illustration showing a further stage in the conventional industry solution for

gas meter retrofit solution as used in the gas metering industry.
[0033]

FIG. 4 is an illustration showing still a further stage in the conventional industry

solution for gas meter retrofit solution as used in the gas metering industry.
[0034]

FIG. 5 is an illustration showing an embodiment of a sensor assembly including

showing the interaction of an index pointer mounted magnet and printed circuit mounted
switches.
[0035]

FIG. 6 is an illustration showing an embodiment of a sensor and its relationship a

magnet moving past switch in the sensor.
[0036]

FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram showing an example of the AMR electronics module

including a radio transceiver unit, and a sensor electronics unit.

[0037]

FIG. 8 is an illustration showing a sensor and the sensor electronics and logic in the

AMR module associated with receiving signals from the sensor and generating a count value
from the sensor signal according to an embodiment of the invention.
[0038]

FIG. 9 is an illustration showing a stage in the retrofit of an AMR assembly to a

conventional mechanical gas meter according to an embodiment of the invention.
[0039]

FIG. 10 is an illustration showing a further stage in the retrofit of an AMR assembly to

a conventional mechanical gas meter according to an embodiment of the invention.
[0040]

FIG. 11 is an illustration showing still a stage in the retrofit of an AMR assembly to a

conventional mechanical gas meter according to an embodiment of the invention.
[0041]

FIG. 12 is an illustration showing an exemplary embodiment of a magnet (or metal)

carrying slip-on or snap-on cap or fitment for the index dial pointer have been show and
described elsewhere herein, FIG. 12A and FIG. 12B illustrate two different perspective views of
an exemplary embodiment of such cap.
[0042]

FIG. 13 is an illustration showing two different perspective views of an embodiment of

retrofit index cover, wherein FIG. 13 A illustrates a view looking from the outside of the cover
and FIG. 13B illustrates a perspective view looking essentially from the inside of the cover to the
outside.
[0043]

FIG. 14 is an illustration showing further exemplary embodiments of an index cover

assembly and showing the sensor assembly embedded within or attached to an inner surface of
the index cover with wires connecting the sensor to the electronics module (not shown), as well
as an alternative embodiment of the magnet carrier in somewhat greater detail.

[0044]

FIG. 15 is an illustration showing a line drawing showing a non-limiting embodiment of

the complete retrofit assembly including the index cover, electronics module (in partial cross
section showing the electronics circuit and battery.

[0045]

FIG. 16 illustrates an example of a first type of commercially available gas meter

having an index face, a clear index cover, and a mounting bezel supporting the clear index cover
in spaced-apart relationship to the index face.
[0046]

FIG. 17 illustrates an example of a second type of commercially available gas meter

likewise having an index face, a clear index cover, and a mounting bezel supporting the clear
index cover 404 in spaced-apart relationship to the index face.
[0047]

FIGS. 18A-18D illustrate examples of different types of meter index faces with proving

dials and associated proving dial pointers at various locations, depending on a particular meter
manufacturer's design and alternate embodiments involving placement of three sensors at
locations inside the mounting bezel for each of the various meter index face configurations.
[0048]

FIG. 19 is an illustration showing an exemplary AMI meter reading and control system

including AMI retrofitted gas meters according to embodiments of the invention.
[0049]

FIG. 20 is an illustration showing an alternative exemplary AMI meter reading and

control system including AMI retrofitted gas meters according to embodiments of the invention.
DETAILED DESCRIPTION
[0050]

Exemplary embodiments of the invention are now described relative to the drawings.

[0051]

The inventive solution overcomes these conventional problems and limitations. Firstly,

although the inventive retrofit AMR module 202 does require the removal of the glass or plastic
cover 110 that typically overlays the gas meter's index 108, embodiments of the invention do not
require the removal of the gas meter's index 108. Instead, a small magnet 208 is simply attached
by some attachment means 216 to the (or to one of the) proving dial pointers 214-1, 214-2 on the
gas meter index 206 as described in greater detail elsewhere herein.
[0052]

In one non-limiting embodiment the attachment of the small magnet 208 to the proving

dial pointer 214 is via a cap 216 that is attached to or slips over or snaps onto the proving dial
pointer 214 and carries a small round button shaped magnet 208. This may be a friction fit,
particularly if the cap is made of a somewhat resilient material such as a plastic or polymeric

material. In other embodiments, the magnet 208 may be attached in a different manner or by

other attachment means 216, such as by using an adhesive or other fastener or fastening means.
Then manner or means of attachment is not a limitation of the invention and any convenient
means of fastening or means of attachment may be utilized, though the particular attachments
described are simple to implement. Embodiments of the invention advantageously provides an
inventive AMR retrofit module 202 and the magnet attachment to the proving dial pointer 214
that permits the proving dial 212 and proving dial pointer 214 to remain visible after the retrofit.
Note that the proving dial 212 is typically a round dial having a scale of numbers (such as from
0-9) that when compared to the proving dial pointer 214 permit a manual or visual observation of

the meter operation and gas consumption. The proving dial pointer is carried by a proving dial
pointer shaft 216 that is driven directly or indirectly by the gas meter shaft. In some meters and
meter indexes there may also be a mechanical digital display wherein a certain number of
rotations of an index dial or pointer causes the digital display to change in the manner of an
automobile mechanical odometer. This type of combined meter proving dial with pointer and
digital display is illustrated in FIG. 10 wherein a first proving dial 212-1 and first proving dial
pointer 214-1 and a second proving dial 212-2 and second proving dial pointer 214-2 are
illustrated along with a 4 digit digital counter 218 is illustrated. It may be rioted that the magnet
208 and attachment means 216 are shown here attached to proving dial index 212-1.
[0053]

Advantageously, embodiments of the invention provide a cap 216 that is transparent or

translucent so that the at least a portion of the dial pointer remains visible. Other embodiments
of the cap 2 16 (or other attachment means) may be transparent or of an opaque material, but in
such instances, the cap 216 does not completely cover the dial or dial pointer so that at least a

portion (such as the pointer tip) remains visible in operation. In some countries, regions, and/or
utility markets there may be a requirement that the meter index dial 212 and/or meter index dial
pointer 214 remain visible or substantially after such retrofit operation, and embodiments of the
invention provide such visibility or substantial visibility so that both the index dial and the index
dial pointer moving relative to the index dial may readily be observed. Using an opaque material

for some of the AMR module 202 portions may be advantageous (though not required) in order
to provide a better environment including better temperature control, structural strength, and UV

filtering or blocking than a transparent AMR housing portion would provide.

[0054]

Embodiments of the inventive retrofit index cover 230 including the transparent portion

232 through which the index dials and pointers 212, 214 and any digital counter 218 remain

visible, which replaces the meter's old index cover 110, advantageously has portions of inventive

AMR module integrated with it. For example, the inventive index cover 230 also contains an
embedded magnetic sensor 234 and an electronic module portion 236 that houses certain sensor

electronics 240 that receive signals associated with the magnetic sensor 234 and a battery 242 or
other energy storage means to power the sensor electronics. The sensor may be attached to the

interior of the retrofit index cover so that it is protected from the external environment and
located physically close to the magnet carried by the cap 216 on the proving index pointer 214.
Wires, flexible printed circuit connectors, or other electrical coupling or connection means 244,
coming from the sensor may be routed within the index cover to the electronic module portion
236. In one embodiment the embedded sensor includes a switch 235 which can be either a

normally-open or normally-closed switch and which momentarily changes state from a first state
to a second state to indicate the passing of the cap 216 carried magnet 208 past the sensor. The

sensor is electrically coupled to a sensing an counting circuit within the inventive AMR module

electronics module portion 236 to record and store a count or value which is equal to or in
proportion to the number of rotations of the proving dial 212 and proving dial pointer 214 to
which the cap 216 and magnet 208 is attached.
[0055]

In some non-limiting embodiments, a plurality of such sensors 234 and proving index

dial 214 and cap carrying magnet 216/208 combinations may be used but such multiple sensor

configurations are not typically required to achieve a desired meter reading sensitivity or
resolution.

In at least one non-limiting embodiment, the sensor 234 includes a plurality of

switches 235, that may for example be used to sense partial rotations of the index dial pointer
214, provide some immunity to electrical noise or spikes that might be mis-interpreted as a

complete rotation, for redundancy purposes, or for other reasons. For example, in one nonlimiting embodiment, one switch 235-1 is placed at a point where a complete rotation is to be

measured and a second switch 235-2 is placed to generate a count or electrical pulse just prior to
the full rotation count. In this case, it would be expected that during a continuous use of gas, the

two switches would close (or open) within some short time period and the combination
indicating a full rotation. Alternatively or in addition, a second (or third switch) might be placed

at an intermediate location such as at 1/2 of a full rotation to measure gas consumption with
greater precision. Furthermore, a plurality of sensors 234 may be used to achieve these same or
analogous benefits.
In one non-limiting embodiment, the sensor 234 includes the one switch 235 or the

[0056]

plurality of switches in an assembly that includes electrical wires 244, flexible printed circuit
card connectors, or other electrical connection means. In one non-limiting embodiment, the
sensor assembly 234 is sized to fit into a depression or cavity molded into an internal surface 23 1
of the new retrofit transparent cover 230 and then fixed in place by flowing an adhesive or epoxy
filling material into the cavity to cover the assembly and fix it in place. In one non-limiting
embodiment, the sensor assembly 234 is molded in place during manufacture of the cover 230,
but this may not be preferred as it may increase manufacturing costs.

In one non-limiting

embodiment, the sensor assembly 234 is simply adhered to a substantially flat or planar interior
surface of the cover 230 such as by using an adhesive, ultrasonic welding, mechanical
attachment or other fastening or adhesive means. In either implementation, it is desirable for the
sensor switch 235 to be located very close to the dial pointer and to the dial pointer 214 attached
or carried magnet 208 so that the magnet may be small enough to only activate the switch 235 of
the sensor 234 when it passes the switch. If the distance is too large then a larger than necessary
magnet may be needed to activate the switch 235, and such larger magnet may reduce the
precision of the count and decrease accuracy and precision of the meter reading operation. In
typical embodiments, the magnet 208 may have a diameter of from about 1/16 of an inch to
about 1/4 of an inch, more usually about 1/8 of an inch in diameter. The depth or thickness of
the magnet may typically vary from about 1/32 of an inch to about 1/4 of an inch, and more
usually between about 1/32 of an inch and 1/8 of an inch. It will be appreciated that generally
the smallest magnet (diameter and thickness) that produces the desired switching is most
desirable.

Although disc-like shaped magnets are advantageously used, embodiments of the

invention are not limited to these and other shapes of magnet 208 may be employed.
[0057]

In one non-limiting embodiment, the switch or switches 235 within the sensor assembly

234 may be simple reed type micro switches where the movement of the magnet past a reed
causes the reed to move toward a mechanical (and electrical) contact with a stationary portion of
the switch, and then to move away and break the contact. Alternatively the movement may

cause a contact to be broken and then to be reestablished after the magnet passes. Alternatively,

other sensors 234 may be employed that do not use a switch but which otherwise detect the
passage of the magnet 208. For example, an electronic circuit, such as one including a coil, and
that generates a voltage difference or a current when the magnet passes the sensor and which
voltage or current may be detected may be used. Alternatively, an optical detector may be used
as the sensor wherein a change in light level is detected to generate a sensor signal that is used to

indicate a count.
[0058]

Other non-limiting embodiments may use different switches 235 operating on different

mechanical, electrical, or chemical principles.

In one alternative embodiment, the cap 216

attached to the dial pointer 214 carries a metal portion and different sensor switch or switches
have a magnet or magnetic property that permits sensing of the passing of the metal over the
sensor switches. Other embodiments, may utilize optical properties (such as photodiodes that
can detect a change in light striking the sensor) or other properties. In any case, advantageously
the inventive retrofit device includes a dial pointer mounted component that does not completely
obscure the dial or dial pointer and a meter index cover 230 that permits a sensor 234 to be
mounted near the dial pointer 214 and to sense the movement and or passage of the pointer 214.
Advantageously, the movement and/or passage is sensed in a non-contacting manner so that
there is no interference with the existing meter operation.
[0059]

In one non-limiting embodiment, the sensor 234 includes a printed circuit board 243

that advantageously includes at least one switch and as many as three switches. The or each
switch may be mounted on a mount different from a PC board if desired, but use of the PC board
243 is advantageous as it also permits forming connections between the switch or switches and

the wires, flexible printed circuit board connectors, or other conductors to the AMR electronics

module 236. At least one switch 235 is needed to sense the passage of the cap 216 carrying
magnet 208 through its magnet rotation arc as illustrated in FIG. 5 and FIG. 6.
[0060]

When the magnet rotates past the switch or switches 235, they include at least one

movable magnetically sensitive portion 237, and that movable magnetically sensitive portion 237
is urged, pulled, pushed, or forced toward another movable or stationary portion or contact to

form an electrical connection and close a circuit. Whether the motion is a pushing or pulling will

depend on the orientation of the switch contacts, any magnetization of the materials, and in some
instances on the polarization of the magnet and its relative orientation in the cap carrier. In
alternate embodiment, the geometry may be modified so that the connection which may normally
be closed is opened. As it may usually take a small period of time for the magnet to rotate in its
arc past the switch or switches so that the contact is maintained (or alternatively broken) for a
period of time, this switch indication is very resistant to noise.
[0061]

With reference to FIG. 7, in one non-limiting embodiment, the AMR electronics

module 240 includes a radio transmitter unit 260 and a radio receiver unit 270 (or the radio
transmitter and radio receiver may be integrated as a radio transceiver 260/270), a sensor
electronics unit 240 for interacting with the sensor 235 and including a counter unit 262 for
counting the number of times the index pointer with it's attached magnet 208 (or metal) have
passed the switch 235, a real-time clock 264, a battery 242, a power control 274, and a
microprocessor 266 and memory (preferably non-volatile memory) for storing the count or a
value related to or associated with the count so that the gas consumption may be stored. Non¬
volatile memory storage is preferable so that in the event the electronics module or the battery
242 or other energy stage device fails, the meter reading may still be obtained. It may also be
appreciated that the inventive retrofit device and structure do not prevent a conventional manual
or human visual reading of the meter based on the meter index dials and pointers or optional
mechanical digital readout.
[0062]

It may also be appreciated that although the AMR module is described as a retrofit

device for meters that have existing conventional mechanical meter indexes, these AMR
modules may be installed on new meters that have not yet been placed in the field. In such
instances, a new meter index will be placed on the meter and then the AMR module will be
added as described elsewhere herein.
[0063]

With reference to FIG. 8, there is illustrated a diagram showing the sensor 234 and the

sensor electronics and logic in the AMR module 240 associated with receiving signals from the
sensor 234 and generating a count value from the sensor signal 282.

In one non-limiting

embodiment the sensor electronics includes one or more reed switches 235, each coupled to a
low-pass filter 268, both of which are in turn coupled to a latch 272.

[0064]

In one alternative embodiment, the sensor and some or all of the electronics are

combined in a module within the cover 230, but this is less advantageous because of the larger
size and possibility of interfering with the magnetic sensing.
[0065]

Non-limiting embodiments of the invention further provide for the inventive retrofit

AMR module's electronics 240 to be positioned in the index cover 230, such as above the meter
index or below it, and not behind either the index cover 230 or even more problematically within
or behind the conventional index or dial assembly itself.

Placement above the index cover

provides for better wireless communication by a radio frequency radio so that the meter
information may be communicated to an external receiver and so that radio frequency commands
sent to the meter AMR module may be received without interference of shielding from the meter
or meter index.
[0066]

In non-limiting embodiments, the entire inventive retrofit module assembly 202 may

advantageously be mounted to the same mounting positions or holes that were used to mount the
index original cover 110. Where different meters 104 have different hole or mounting patterns
or holes, a different replacement cover 230 with attached AMR electronics module may be

fabricated as there are only a limited number of meter types and patterns.
[0067]

In one non-limiting embodiment, the invention includes an additional optional

activation sensor at or near the inner surface of the AMR electronics module 240 that permits a
technician to activate the AMR electronics module 240 by passing an external magnet near the
external surface near the activation sensor. The means that the inventive retrofit AMR module
202 and particularly the electronics module 240 maybe activated without requiring any external

on-off type switch or opening for such on-off type switch that may introduce contaminates into
the module, or in the event of gas leakage, that would or might present an ignition spark issue

because the electronics are maintained in a sealed enclosure with appropriate sealant and/or
gasketing provided between any joints. Furthermore, the internal voltages and currents are very
small so that even if gas were to enter the retrofit module there is virtually no explosion danger.
[0068]

In one embodiment, the electronics module has a base portion that is directly attached,

fastened, or formed integral with the cover 230, and a top portion that is fastened to the base

portion with screws, clamps, or other fastening means.

The base and top portions are

advantageously detachably attached so that the electronics 240 may be placed in a cavity or
receptacle in the base portions and then covered with the top portion. Providing a detachable top
is advantageous for performing rare service in the field to repair or replace the electronics and to

replace the battery. Advantageously the sensor 234 and electronics 240 are configured to be
energy conserving so that battery replacement is rare and infrequent.
[0069]

In any of these embodiments, the sensor 234 along with its coupled electronics module

240 detects and therefore tracks the position of the magnet 208 (or metal in the alternative
embodiment) on the proving dial pointer 214 and relays or communicates the signal information
via an electrical wire or wires 244 to the AMR electronics module 240 to track the gas
consumption reported by the meter. This results in several advantages. First, there are fewer
steps than conventionally used in the industry standard method for retrofitting conventional

AMR modules to gas meters. Second, there are lower labor costs for such retrofits and the work
can be performed by a person with less training or lower skill level. Third, there is an extremely

low likelihood of errors in the retrofit process that might lead to damaged hardware,
misalignment of the installed retrofit equipment, and/or inaccurate meter readings. Fourth, there
is virtually no need for return visits to the customer site to fix retrofit errors, thereby further

lowering labor costs. Fifth, there is a greatly reduced chance of lost revenue to the utility
company as a result of improper retrofit installation or damaged meter equipment. Sixth, there is
a greatly reduced chance for problems that would require attention by customer services.
Seventh, there is very easy access to the inventive AMR module's battery for battery change-out
without any need to redo the installation of the AMR meter index pointer coupling and only a
need to open a cover on a separate AMR electronics module 240 to change the battery. Eighth,
there is significantly improved radio-frequency (RF) characteristics for transmitter and receiver
electronics in the AMR electronics module because the AMR module's electronics are
positioned in the index cover above the meter's index and not behind it, and usually above the
metal casing of the meter itself so as to provide a better view of the sky for transmission and
reception. Other advantages will be apparent from the description provided here.
[0070]

It may be appreciated in light of the description provided herein, that the inventive

retrofit device, method for retrofit, and retrofit device and device operation, provides for

extremely fast and highly reliable, virtually error free gas meter retrofits. This is so at least in
part because the retrofit technician, who may now be a fairly low skilled worker, does not have
to remove the existing gas meter index mechanism from its existing position on the gas meter,
thereby reducing the number of steps in the retrofit process and lowering retrofit labor costs.
The process merely involves removing the existing meter index cover, place a magnet carrying
piece over the appropriate predetermined one of the index pointers (without stopping meter
operation), and replacing the original cover with the AMR retrofit unit which will
advantageously attach at the same attachment location and include the new transparent cover,
and sealed electronics module (including sensor electronics, radio transmitter and receiver (or
radio transceiver), and internal battery supply). In one non-limiting embodiment, the sealed
electronics module may be preactivated and not require any additional installation. In another
non-limiting embodiment, the electronics module may include an internal activation switch or
sensor that may be activated by physically moving a magnet across an exterior surface of the
electronics module. This additional activation step is simple and provides a longer shelf life and
battery life since no battery power will be consumed until the retrofit AMR module is installed in
its field location.

Alternatively, other types of switches or activation may be used but are

disadvantageous if they might permit tampering or switching the electronics on and off by
unauthorized persons, or subject the internal electronics to environmental contamination.
[0071]

It will be appreciated that this retrofit procedure may also be applied to new gas meters

that have not yet been installed in the field or to used gas meters that are going to be redeployed
in the field. Furthermore, if the gas meter does not yet have a meter index unit installed, this

meter index unit installation step may be added prior to performing the new AMR unit
installation.
[0072]

It may also be appreciated in light of the above description, that embodiments of the

AMR electronics module and battery may be a part of, formed integral with, integrated with, or
attached to the inventive index cover.

The AMR electronics module and battery may

alternatively be a separate unit coupled to the cover carrying sensor by wires or other electrically
conductive means, however, this is someone less advantageous than providing a single unit and
somewhat complicates the installation, though still providing advantages over conventional
retrofit devices and methods. Embodiments of the index cover may also have the perimeter

mounted read-switch integrated into the enclosure for activation of the electronics as described.
This may simply be for closing a switch for coupling the battery to the other circuits. It may also
separately provide a reset of the internal electronics which may occur as a separate step or as part
of a power-on cycle. In one non-limiting embodiment, the installation technician may optionally
but advantageously conduct a test of the operation prior to leaving the installation site. This may
for example include testing the radio receiver and transmitter using a handheld device for this
testing and may or may not require or benefit from use of the network infrastructure with which
the AMR module is intended to operate.
[0073]

The integration of the sensor carrying cover with the electronics module portion may be

at the time of manufacture or later, but before the retrofit module is taken to the field for

installation. The sensor read-switch advantageously includes ultra-sensitive material for sensing
the position of the magnet and thereby sensing or monitoring the position of the dial pointer itself
to accurately track gas consumption. Furthermore, the AMR module's battery is easier to access

by placing it in an enclosure separate from a region between the index mechanism and the gas
meter itself, which reduces on-site visit time by a field technician and reduces labor costs, and
the RF characteristics of the inventive AMR module are improved because of its location outside
of the index area and in at least some non-limiting embodiments at or near a top portion of the
meter as it is installed in the field. The AMR battery, electronics, and the portion of the AMR
electronics module are described in additional detail elsewhere herein.
With reference to FIG. 9 - FIG. 11 attention is now directed to one exemplary

[0074]

embodiment of the method for retrofitting the inventive AMR module. It will be apparent from
the method described here that the inventive method vastly simplifies the retrofit over the
procedure conventionally performed and required.
A.

With the gas meter 104 in place, remove the meter's index cover 110 but leave the

meter index 108 in place without disengaging it from the meter 104 or from the index drive
mechanism (See FIG. 9).
B.

Attach magnet 208 carried by a magnet attachment means such as the cap 216 to

the meter index's proving dial pointer 214 (See FIG. 10). Typically the magnet will be attached

to the cap 216 in advance, such as at a place of manufacture or otherwise, and need not be a step
in the meter index retrofit procedure.
C.

Mount the inventive retrofit AMR unit (See FIG. 11), which includes the index

cover 230, AMR electronics module 240 including the battery , to the meter so that the inventive
index cover replaces the old or original index cover 110. This mounting may usually use the
same index cover to meter mounting means as the original index cover, although in some

instances where for example attachment screws are used, a different length screw may be needed
if the new cover extends the distance from the meter itself; however, in most instances no
additional screw length will be required as the thickness of an index cover attachment flange is
the same or substantially the same thickness as the original index cover mounting flange.
[0075]

It may be noted that the exemplary embodiment of FIG. 10 also illustrates the manner

in which the snap on cap 216 may be slipped over the proving dial pointer 214 and the magnet

208 added to the cap either before (preferably) or after the cap is put in place. Advantageously,

the magnet is assembled to the cap during a prior manufacture step. The magnet 208 may also or
alternatively be integrally formed with the cap so that no additional assembly is required, such as
being molded into a plastic cap. Other means for attaching the magnet to the index pointer may
be used. Typically the meter index dial on to which the cap 216 is inserted move very slowly
and usually imperceptibly during the second or two that it takes to apply the cap 216 over the
pointer 214. Unlike the conventional retrofit process, it is not necessary to align the index drive
mechanism while the index drive is turning, so there is no danger of misalignment of the keyed
shaft with the index assembly.
[0076]

Furthermore, it is apparent from the illustration in FIG. 11, that the afore described

sensor 234, such as the magnetic switch based sensor, is embedded in or otherwise fastened or
attached to the new replacement index cover 230. In addition, the AMR electronics module 240
may advantageously be positioned vertically above the index cover assembly in at least some
non-limiting embodiments where the original meter construction permits such placement to
provide improved radio frequency transmission and optionally receive characteristics for
communication with an external radio for performing the automated reading operations.
Optionally, the AMR electronics module 240 may be a separate unit than the sensor carrying

index cover 230 with the wires 244 extending between the two units for better placement of the
radio transmitter and radio receiver.

Although the voltage is relatively low, the wires may

advantageously have some shielding for better noise immunity and to reduce the possibility that
a wire will be cut or damaged in the field. The placement of the AMR electronics module at or
near an upper portion of the meter also enhances battery access for the rare occasions when
battery replacement is needed. In one non-limiting embodiment, the AMR electronics module
240 may be attached to or formed integral with the index cover 230 during manufacture, and is
advantageously a single assembly when it reaches the field for installation. Advantageously,
retrofit assembly 241 which includes the AMR electronics module 240 and the index cover 230
are formed of a relatively strong material that will withstand heat, cold, and environmental

weathering conditions.
[0077]

In one non-limiting embodiment the AMR electronics module 240 houses a battery 242

or other power source an electronic circuit such as in the form of a printed circuit board or card
243. In one non-limiting embodiment the electronic circuit or printed circuit board or card 243 is

disposed in one compartment and battery 242 or other power source is disposed in a second
compartment. When radio transmitter and radio receiver (or combined transceiver) is provided,
transmit and receive (or combined transceiver) antenna(s) are provided. Each antenna is sized
and oriented according to the radio frequency and transmit receive characteristics. As the (or
each) antenna is typically enclosed within the electronics module 240, the electronics module

housing material is advantageously made of a material that does not significantly attenuate the
radio frequency signal. This separation is primarily for purposes of mechanically separating the
battery from the circuits and may also provide some better circuit performance by keeping the
battery with its metallic elements away from the electronic circuits including away from the
radio frequency transmitter and receiver sections.
[0078]

As described, the electronic circuit includes at least one radio transmitter for sending a

meter reading and optionally other information that identifies the meter so that it can be
associated with a utility account and so that the gas consumption may be properly billed to that
account. The electronic circuit may also include means for counting the meter dial index pointer
214 revolutions generated by the sensor 234 and for storing a count such as storing in a memory

that may be translated into a meter reading. Advantageously the electronic circuit will include a

non-volatile memory that will store the count or count associated values in memory in the event
of battery failure or exhaustion. Optionally, means may be provided to monitor the battery
strength or remaining capacity so that replacement may be made before exhaustion or so that a
final meter reading may be obtained before battery exhaustion. The battery strength or capacity
monitoring means might include voltage and/or current measurement circuits, a count of the
number of transmissions and/or receptions made, an indication of the total operating time, and
estimate until the time of replacement, or other indication. Battery conserving techniques may
advantageously be used to conserve battery power. For example, the radio may only be turned
on according to a predetermined or dynamically determined routine (perhaps only a few

milliseconds to a few seconds per day or per week or per month) when a meter reading is
scheduled and/or to receive instructions or updates if such instructions or updates are sent.
Furthermore, portions of the electronic circuits that are not directly related to counting rotations
sensed by the magnetic sensor may be turned off or put into some suspend state. The different
circuits or subcircuits being enabled or disabled when not intended to be used. For example, in
one non-limiting embodiment, it may be useful to periodically turn on the sensor circuit and

sensor circuit electronics according to some schedule that may consider such factors as an
historical maximum gas usage rate so that the sensor circuit and electronics may be turn off at
the end of one index pointer rotation with the knowledge that it will take at least a predetermined
period of time for a new complete rotation to occur that requires a count; knowledge that the
passage of the magnet past the sensing circuit takes a different predetermined minimum time so
that even with a 10%, 20%, 30%, 40%, 50%, 60% or some other suitable sensor electronics
on-off duty cycle, the passage of the pointer carried magnet may be reliably detected.
Furthermore, the radio transmitter or receiver may be powered on separately from the sensor
circuit so that it or they are only on when actually transmitting or receiving.
[0079]

In one non-limiting embodiment, a wire or set of wires or flexible printed circuit

connectors electrically connect the sensor 234 including the one or plurality of switches 235
from the embedded or attached sensor 234 to the electronics module 240. The electronics module
240 may advantageously have a cover that is attached by removable fasteners, such as screws,
spring clamps, clips, or the like fasteners so that the battery 242 may be serviced or replaced if
and when needed, and although failure of the electronics circuit module 240 would not normally

be expected, to repair or replace it should the need arise. In the embodiment illustrated, a top
cover portion is provided that attaches to a base portion via two screws. Other embodiments
may use a snugly fitting snap on attachment. The top cover may include means for reducing the
possibility of water into the housing such as an o-ring, close fitting overlapping groves, sealant
or gasket material, or other means or combinations of these. The cover advantageously is fitted
to the bottom potion to substantially seal the electronics and battery from the weather and from

filling with water. Gasketing may optionally be provided, but for a top and bottom that are made
from a polymeric material, and an orientation to prevents pooling or leak down through the joint,
the fit provided by the two pieces and the fasteners may usually be sufficient without additional
gasketing material or sealant.
[0080]

In one non-limiting embodiment, one or more tamper detection circuits or sensors may

be provided to detect and optionally record and/or transmit a tamper alert following the removal
of the retrofit assembly 241 or portion thereof, or tampering of the electronics module.
[0081]

While embodiments of the magnet 208 (or metal) carrying slip-on or snap-on cap 216

or fitment for the index dial pointer 214 have been shown and described elsewhere herein, FIG.
12A and FIG. 12B illustrate two different perspective views of an exemplary embodiment of

such cap 216. FIG. 12A illustrates the slip on cap 216 with the magnet 208 in an exploded

perspective view and FIG. 12B illustrates the cap 216 with the magnet installed. As illustrated in
these drawings, the lower portion (as shown) includes a recess for slipping over or snapping onto
a convention index dial pointer and pointer shaft without interference.

It also includes an

elongated portion that would be aligned with the dial pointer 214, and an upwardly or outwardly
opening cup or recess 215 for carrying the magnet 208. The outward projection of the cup may
be selected to separate it from the face of the index dial and to place it in close proximately to the
sensor 234. The magnet may be slipped into the cup or recess held by friction fit, by using some
snap attachment, or an adhesive may be used. The magnet may be integrally formed into the cup

or recess of the cap or other fitment during manufacture so that subsequent attachment is not
required. Advantageously, the magnet is attached to the cap before the technician enters the field
so that this operation need not be of concern at the time of retrofit installation. Advantageously,

the sensor and/or the magnet includes or utilizes a sensitive or ultra-sensitive magnetic material
or non-magnetic material that is able to sense the passing magnet so that the combination are

capable of sensing the rotation or passage of the metal past the magnet or the magnet past the
metal (relative motion between a magnetically attractable or repulsive material and a magnet).
[0082]

In like manner, while embodiments of the index cover of the inventive retrofit device

have been shown and described, FIG. 13A and FIG. 13B illustrate two different perspective
views of one such inventive retrofit index cover 230 in greater detail, wherein FIG. 13 A
illustrates a view looking from the outside of the cover and FIG. 13B illustrates a perspective
view looking essentially from the inside of the cover 230 to the outside.

This cover is

advantageously formed of a plastic or polymeric material and at least a portion is advantageously
formed of a transparent material so that if required or desired the continuing operation of the
meter index dials may be visually observed and even a manual meter reading taken if desired or
required for any purpose. Materials such as Lexan have good properties and may be used among
other materials. As at least a portion the index cover is advantageously transparent (particularly
when there is a requirement or desire to see the index pointer moving) and the AMR electronics
module need not be transparent and may have additional reasons not to be transparent such as
being made form a material with different mechanical properties, the index cover 230 and the
AMR electronics module 240 portion may be joined using fasteners, adhesives, welding,
remolding, or by other means for attaching known in the arts. A transparent window 233 may be
formed in a non- transparent index cover 230 either alone or along with the AMR module portion
240 so that the retrofit assembly 241 has both a transparent window portion and other non-

transparent portions.

In the embodiment of FIG. 13A and FIG. 13B, an attachment flange

portion 245 along with through holes 246 and 247 for receiving screws that will attach to mating
threaded holes in the meter body.

In one non-limiting embodiment, the electronics module

component 240 of the retrofit assembly is made of a non-transparent a structurally tough material
and includes a frame portion that aligns and holds the index cover portion as it is attached to the
meter. The AMR electronics module 240 may therefore be assembled to the index cover portion
at the time of installation of both to the meter. In at least one non-limiting embodiment, the

sensor 234 may be detachably connected to the electronics module with an electronic connector
for the wires 244, or the wires may be fixed to the electronics module 240 and to the sensor 234

with the sensor having a friction fit, snap in fit, or other easily fitable assembly to the index cover

230. For example the sensor assembly 234 may have a ridge (or depression) that mates with a

depression (or ridge) molded into the inner surface of the transparent cover 230.
[0083]

FIG. 14 is an illustration showing further exemplary embodiments of an index cover

assembly 230 and showing the sensor assembly 234 embedded within or attached to an inner
surface 231 of the index cover 230, with wires connecting the sensor to the electronics module
240. The sensor assembly 234 may be attached to an external surface of the index cover 230

assembly so long as it is close enough to have an interaction with the magnet carried by the cap,
but this is not preferred because of the possible negative environmental influences, the possibility
of tampering of the sensor such as removing and then reattaching it to the meter, and the physical
and electrical integrity of the retrofit assembly. FIG. 14 also shows an alternative embodiment

of the magnet carrier in somewhat greater detail. It may be appreciated that various designs may
be utilized and may vary depending upon the size and configuration of the index pointer and its
shaft.
[0084]

FIG. 15 is a line drawing showing a non-limiting embodiment of an exemplary retrofit

assembly including the index cover 230, electronics module 240 (in partial cross section showing
the electronics circuit and battery 242.
[0085]

In the exemplary embodiment, after removal of the existing conventional index cover

110, a cap or other fitment 216 is slipped over or snapped onto the existing index shaft and meter
index dial pointer 214. The cap 216 carries a magnet 208 that interacts with a magnetically
sensitive sensor 234 containing at least one switch 235 or other sensor that undergoes a change in
state that can be detected on each revolution (or in an alternative embodiment, carries a metal

piece that interacts with a magnet within the sensor containing the switch). When the magnet (or
metal) 208 passes by the sensor 234, the switch 235 state is changed from open to close (or from
closed to open) to indicate the rotation of the dial. A plurality of sensors and/or magnets may be
used but are not typically necessary. For meters that have a plurality of dials indicating different
multiplies or scales of gas volume used, it is typically sufficient to modify only a single dial
index although modifying more than one is not prohibited.

[0086]

A wire or flexible printed circuit board (PC board) 244 may be used to connect the

sensor 234 including one or a plurality of switches 235 to the electronic circuit(s) 240 usually
including a battery 242 powered (power source) PC board 258. The PC board includes or carries
electronics that receive the change of switch states from the sensor 234 and develop a count
value or increment a counter 262. The counter value is stored in the electronic circuit, such as in
a register or memory, until the meter is read remotely using the radio transmitter/receiver section
of the circuit. Usually the counter values or a corresponding meter reading or volume of gas (for
example, cubic feet or the like measurement) will be stored along with a date and possibly time
so that the counter value or corresponding measurement may be stored for a predetermined time

or even for the life of the electronic circuit or until a storage capacity is exceeded. Where gas
consumption is billed at varying rates for different days of the week, times of year, time of day,
or according to other calendar and/or other demand pricing schedules, calendar information (day,
time, month, etc.) may be stored along with the meter reading. It may also be noted that where

time of day and/or other variable schedule or demand based pricing is implemented, it may be

advantageous to select and use a meter index pointer that moves at a sufficiently high rate that
consumption on a per hour or other basis can be measured.
[0087]

The PC board 243 also includes or carries a radio for communicating the meter reading

and other information, such as for example information identifying the meter uniquely to an

account to which the utility or gas is to be billed, and any date and time information or
information relevant to demand pricing. In at least one embodiment, the information optionally
includes a geographic positioning system (GPS) data (or a GPS receiver to actively determine a
current meter location) so that the meter location may be identified as an aid to user

identification, location for service, or to detect and prevent meter substitution and any attempted
meter fraud.
[0088]

A remote RF device, or a plurality of devices or networks or systems may be operated

to communicate or relay data or commands between the meter AMR unit and an external entity.
[0089]

Various mechanical features of the gas meter retrofit device having been described, as

well as the simplified retrofit procedure, attention is now directed to aspects of the AMR/AMI

communication and infrastructure that permit the meter to be interrogated or read and optionally

to be controlled, including for example having the meter reading initiated by a external entity,

detecting meter tampering or removal, or other features.

Other aspects of this AMR/AMI

communication and infrastructure are described in the above listed co-pending patent
applications.
[0090]

FIG. 16 illustrates an example of a first type of commercially available gas meter 400

having an index face 402, a clear index cover 404, and a mounting bezel 406 supporting the clear
index cover 404 in spaced-apart relationship to the index face 402.

FIG. 17 illustrates an

example of a second type of commercially available gas meter 410 likewise having an index face
412, a clear index cover 414, and a mounting bezel 416 supporting the clear index cover 404 in

spaced-apart relationship to the index face 402. The mounting bezel in commercially available
meters has a thickness or Z-axis dimension that differs between meter manufacturers, so the
distance between the pointer on the index face and the inside of the clear index cover can
likewise vary from one manufacturer to another. For example, the distance between the index
face 402 and the clear index cover 404 of the first type of commercially available gas meter 400
shown in FIG. 16 is greater than the distance between the index face 412 and the clear index
cover 414 of the second type of commercially available gas meter 410 shown in FIG. 17.
[0091]

Thus, in embodiments of the invention, the distance between the proving dial pointer-

mounted magnet 208 and the clear index-mounted sensor assembly 234 can vary from one
manufacturer's meter design to another manufacturer's meter design. An aspect of embodiments
of the invention addresses this variation in distance is by providing different magnet holders for
different meter designs. Further, depending on a particular meter manufacturer's design, the
proving dial pointer 214 on which the magnet 208 is positioned can be located anywhere on the
index face 206. FIGS. 18A-18D illustrate examples of different types of meter index faces with
proving dials and associated proving dial pointers at various locations, depending on a particular
meter manufacturer's design. For example, the proving dial 214 of the pointer on which the
magnet is positioned can be located off to one side of the index face at 420 as shown in FIG. 18C
or 422 as shown in FIG. 18D or more or less centered on the index face at 424 as show in FIG.
18A or 426 as shown in FIG. 18B.

[0092]

To more efficiently deal with such variations, alternate embodiments of the invention

involve locating one or more sensors 235 inside the mounting bezel 406 or 416, instead of
molding or gluing the sensor or sensors 235 to the inside of the clear index cover 404 or 414. In
such alternate embodiments, at least one sensor and preferably at least two sensors and more

preferably three sensors are located inside the mounting bezel 406 or 416 that is positioned
between the clear index cover 404 or 414 and the index face 402 or 412 and spaced a
predetermined optimum distance from the index face 402 or 412 and their respective associated
proving dial pointer-mounted magnets. Since the distance between the index face 402 and the
clear index cover 404 of the type of meter 400 shown in FIG. 16 is greater than the distance
between the index face 412 and the clear index cover 414 of type of meter 410 shown in FIG. 17,
the distance between the sensor or sensors mounted inside the mounting bezel 406 and the clear

index cover 404 of the type of meter 400 of FIG. 16 can likewise be greater than the distance
between the sensor or sensors mounted inside the mounting bezel 416 and the clear index cover
414 ofthe type ofmeter 410 ofFIG. 17.
[0093]

Referring to FIGS. 18A-18D, alternate embodiments involve placement of three sensors

235 at locations 430, 432, and 434 inside the mounting bezel for each of the various meter index

face configurations. Positioning the sensors 235 inside the mounting bezel according to alternate
embodiments enables the sensors 235 to be placed any desired distance from the index face in
order to control the Z axis. It is to be understood that whether the sensor or sensors 235 are
positioned inside the clear index cover 230 according to embodiments of the invention or inside
the mounting bezel 406 or 416 for alternate embodiments, the sensor or sensors 235 are

positioned near enough to the index face 206 or 402 or 412 that it can sense the passage of the
pointer-carried magnet 208 as it travels through its arc about the index face.
[0094]

An aspect of embodiments of the invention is the orientation of the magnet 208. In

embodiments with the sensors 235 inside the clear index cover 230, the sensors are required to
be relatively sensitive and the air gap between the magnet 208 and the sensors is required to be

relatively small. However, alternate embodiments with the sensors 235 inside the mounting
bezel 406 or 416 require less precision because the sensors are operative over a greater sensing
area. As noted above, depending on a particular meter manufacturer's design, the proving dial

pointer 214 on which the magnet 208 is positioned can be located anywhere on the index face

206 as illustrated in FIGS. 18A-18D. An advantage of such alternate embodiments is the ability
to accommodate virtually all manufacturers' meter designs using only three sensors 235

positioned respectively at 430, 432, and 434, as shown in FIGS. 18A-18D inside the mounting
bezel 406 or 416.
[0095]

While such alternate embodiments deploy three sensors 235 at locations 430, 432, and

434 inside the mounting bezel 406 or 416, logic selects which of the sensors 235 is actually to be
used in operation. For example, in alternate embodiments, sensor 235 at location 432 is always
used for both the meter configurations with the proving dial 214 of the pointer on which the
magnet 208 is positioned is located off to one side of the index face at 420 as shown in FIG. 18C
or 422 as shown in FIG. 18D or more or less centered on the index face at 424 as show in FIG.
18A or 426 as shown in FIG. 18B. Sensors 235 at locations 432 and 434 are used together or

sensors 235 at locations 432 and 430 are used together depending on the meter configuration and
proximity of the pointer on which the magnet 208 is located to sensor 235 at locations 434 or
430. If it is closer to sensor 235 at location 430, then the sensors at locations 432 and 430 are

used, and if closer to sensor 235 at locations 434 and 432, sensors 432 and 434 are used. Sensors
235 at locations 430 and 434 are never likely to be used together and can thus be wired in

parallel.
[0096]

Referring again to FIGS. 7 and 8, the sensors 235 for alternate embodiments are

likewise reed switches which use virtually no battery power. When the reed switch contact 37
closes or opens as a result of proximity to the magnet 208, the pulse counter 262 records a pulse,
and no energy is used any other time. Alternate embodiments utilize, for example, the latch 272.
Two sensors 235 are always used, but only one of those sensors is active at one time. Since
meters quite often vibrate and since only one sensor 235 is active at one time, the latch 272
assures that the sensors are sequential, so if the meter index 206 sits in one place and vibrates on
one of the sensors 235, additional pulses are not counted. In alternate embodiments, the signal

from the two sensors 235 at locations 432 and 434 or the two sensors 235 at locations 432 and
430 goes into the simple filtering circuit 268 and thereafter into the latch 272 to remove any
vibration sensing. Next, the signal goes into the counter 262 that simply counts and is inside the
microprocessor 266 for the gas meter. The gas meter is battery 242 operated so even though the
power is removed from the microprocessor 266 the counter 262 continues to operate.

[0097]

In embodiments of the invention, pulses are collected and a real-time clock 264 is

employed which wakes up the microprocessor 266 periodically, such as once every hour on the
hour.

Upon awakening the microprocessor 266, the number of pulses that have been

accumulated are placed in memory. That is referred to herein as an interval, so in a 24 hour day
24 intervals of data are recorded. That data is uploaded once a day and sent to the head end via

radio transmitter 260, which enables looking at the usage profile of a customer. Embodiments of
the invention involve a greater or lesser number of intervals, but for gas meters, smaller intervals
are not necessary, and one per hour is typical, especially for commercial meters. According to

embodiments of the invention, the dial that is instrumented with the magnet 208 is preferably the
proving dial, which is the meter dial that has a one-to-one relationship to the drive of the meter
itself. In a residential meter, for example, one revolution of the proving dial represents either

one cubic foot or two cubic feet of gas depending on the particular kind of index.

In

embodiments of the invention, the particular volume of gas represented by one revolution of the
proving dial is programmed in with a handheld programmer when the retrofit is installed so
exactly what the pulses mean are known. One or two cubic feet of gas is a relatively small
amount as a typical residential gas meter can operate at about 250 cubic feet per hour. Thus, one
pulse for every one or two cubic feet of gas is very slow.
[0098]

Such alternate embodiments locate the sensors 235 in the mounting bezel 406 or 416,

and the retrofit involves removing the old index cover 110, mounting the sensors 235 an
locations 430, 432 and 434 inside the mounting bezel, and mounting the magnet 208 on the
pointer 214 of the proving dial 212 by snapping the magnet on the pointer 214. The same index
cover 110 can be reused, but a utility may typically elect to use a new index cover because the
clear plastic of which such index covers are made tends to turn yellow from exposure to sunlight
over time, and the plastic index covers are very inexpensive to replace. It is not necessary to
remove the index mechanism for the retrofit as it is with existing art retrofit methods.
[0099]

With reference to FIG. 19, there is illustrated a non-limiting embodiment of a gas meter

301 incorporating the retrofit (or originally installed) AMR module 241 in a wireless mesh

network infrastructure environment 300, such as for example a wireless mesh local area network
(LAN) 302 that may include a variety of meters or mesh devices 336, possibly including various

electric utility power meters, and including at least one utility gas meter with the inventive AMR

retrofit assembly 241. The AMR device 241 includes radio frequency transmitter and receiver
for communicating with the mesh LAN 302, and that mesh LAN is adapted to communicate to
the mesh gateway 304, which may in turn communicate with a wide area network (WAN) 306.
WAN 306 is adapted to communicate with s server 310 that may include or be coupled with a
data warehouse 313 and one or more data servers 314as well as one or more application servers
312.

[0100]

It may also be appreciated that embodiments of the invention have been described

relative to gas utility meter retrofit, but that the invention need not be so limited and may
advantageously be applied to other meters or system where a rotating dial or shaft may be
adapted to have a moving index position sensed by a sensor in conjunction with a magnet or
magnetic circuit moving with the index or shaft.

The principles of the invention may for

example also be applied to water meters having mechanical rotating dials and pointers even
though the form factor of the water meter cover and/or of other mechanical features may change.
[0101]

In the non-limiting but exemplary embodiment of FIG. 20, electric power utility meters

are provided with or retrofitted with reader devices that automatically form a radio-frequency

(RF) mesh network such as the mesh LAN. A mesh gateway node on the LAN operates as a data

concentrator device that collects data from all of the meters (including AMR retrofitted gas
meters, AMR retrofitted water meters, and electric meters which may themselves have a
different retrofit for AMR) that are present on the network. The mesh gateway device has a wide
area network (WAN) connection that enables the device to upload all meter data to the system's

head-end system (at the back office), in this case a data collection system.
[0102]

The inventive retrofitted AMR meter is advantageously battery powered as there may

normally be no electric power service into the conventional gas meter, so its normal mode of
operation is to simply accumulate pulses from the magnetic sensors and electronics retrofitted
onto the gas meter. Furthermore, it may usually be inadvisable to connect 120-240 line voltage
to a device through which an explosive gas is transported. In most installations, the gas meter

AMR module will power up its radio frequency LAN interface once a day (or according to other
schedule or event driven behavior) and upload its data to the mesh gateway device with which it
is associated by way of the wireless mesh LAN formed by retrofitted AMR meters. During this

daily interchange, the retrofitted gas AMR meter can also receive any new operating instructions
for the next operating period. Additionally, the retrofitted AMR meter can also power up and
report any alarms in real-time.

These alarms can include different forms of meter tamper

detection.
[0103]

With reference to FIG. 20, it may be appreciated that in some instances a different

operating AMI environment may be experienced, such as an operating environment in which the
wireless mesh LAN is formed with or include mesh network repeaters rather than a more general
set of mesh devices. For example, for installations where electric power meters cannot be used

to form the wireless RF mesh LAN, mesh network repeaters can be used to form the wireless RF

mesh LAN. An example of this environment would be a gas only utility where, for example, a
service contract is in place with a gas utility company but not with the electric utility company so

that the electric meter mesh devices (such as AMR retrofitted electric meters) cannot be
integrated with the gas metering system.

In this environment, separate receivers 326 and

transmitters 327 may be deployed in the gas meter operating environment, such as on street lamp
poles 324 where there is an existing source of electricity from the electric lamps 328, as well as a
good high and generally unobscured location from which to receive and transmit signals to and
from the gas meter AMR device and mesh gateway device which may then readily communicate
with the WAN 306.
[0104]

Although the above embodiments have been discussed with reference to specific

example embodiments, it will be evident that the various modification, combinations and
changes can be made to these embodiments. Accordingly, the specification and drawings are to

be regarded in an illustrative sense rather than in a restrictive sense. The foregoing specification
provides a description with reference to specific exemplary embodiments. It will be evident that
various modifications may be made thereto without departing from the broader spirit and scope
as set forth in the following claims. The specification and drawings are, accordingly, to be

regarded in an illustrative sense rather than a restrictive sense.

CLAIMS

What is claimed is:
1.

A method for retrofitting a mechanical meter of the type having a meter shaft driven dial

assembly with at least one dial index pointer and an index cover having a transparent portion for

observing the dials and dial index pointers, the method comprising:

removing a meter index cover to permit access to a meter index dial pointer;
attaching a magnet to the index dial pointer so that it is carried in an orbit around a dial

pointer shaft to which the dial pointer is attached; and
mounting a sensor to the meter, the sensor when installed being adapted to sense the
passage of the index dial pointer mounted magnet and to detect at least a partial orbit of the index
pointer;
the attaching of the magnet and the mounting of the sensor being performed without

removing the shaft driven meter dial index assembly from the meter.
2.

The method according to claim 1, wherein the magnet is attached to the meter index dial

pointer using a cap or fitment that slips over or snaps onto the existing meter index dial pointer.
3.

The method according to claim 1, wherein the retrofit index cover carries a sensor that is

placed about a non-zero radius of the meter index pointer and is adapted to interact with the
magnet to sense the transient passing presence of the magnet and to alter an electrical
characteristic so as to indicate a rotation or partial rotation of the meter index dial pointer.
4.

The method according to claim 1, wherein the retrofit method including removing the

meter index cover, attaching the magnet, and mounting the replacement retrofit cover are
performed without stopping gas flow through the meter and while the meter is in normal
operation.

5.

The method according to claim 1, further comprising after mounting the replacement

retrofit cover, activating the AMR retrofit module electronics by passing a magnet over a portion
of an AMR electronics components to initiate operation without needing to provide an external
switch or opening the electronics module.
6.

The method according to claim 1, wherein the magnet is attached to the index dial pointer

without removing the index from the meter.
7.

The method according to claim 1, wherein the magnet is held by a magnet holder cap and

the cap is attached to the index dial pointer by placing the holder cap onto the index dial pointer

without removing the index from the meter.
8.

The method according to claim 1, wherein the mounting of the sensor module to the

meter includes mounting a replacement index cover to the meter which includes a preinstalled
sensor.
9.

The method according to claim 1, wherein the mounting of the sensor module to the

meter includes mounting the sensor to a replacement index cover and then installing the
replacement index cover to the meter.
10.

The method according to claim 1, wherein the mounting of the sensor module to the

meter includes mounting the sensor inside a mounting bezel of the meter supporting the index
cover of the meter.
11.

The method according to claim 1, wherein the detection of at least a partial orbit of the

index pointer comprises detecting each full orbit of the index pointer.
12.

The method according to claim 1, wherein the meter is a gas meter.

13.

The method according to claim 1, wherein the meter is a water meter.

14.

The method according to claim 1, wherein the meter is an electric meter.

15.

The method according to claim 1, wherein the retrofit module is for installation on a

utility meter of the type having an index assembly having at least one index dial and at least one
index dial pointer that rotates about an index pointer shaft to indicate the flow of a utility
commodity through the meter, and wherein the retrofit module further comprising:
an index cover at least a portion of which is transparent so that movement of the index

dial and the index pointer to which the index cover is to be attached are visible to an observer

during meter operation;
a carrier for holding a magnet to the at least one index pointer at a non-zero radial
distance from the index pointer shaft so that the carried magnet orbits the index pointer shaft in
operation as the utility commodity flows through the meter;

a sensor that is adapted to detect the passage of the magnet past the sensor on each orbit
during operation; and

a sensor circuit that receives an input signal from the sensor and develops a count related
to the number of times the sensor has detected the passage of the pointer carried magnet.
16.

The method according to claim 1, wherein:
the meter is a consumer residential gas utility meter;

the retrofit index cover carries a sensor that is placed about a non-zero radius of the meter
index pointer and is adapted to interact with the magnet to sense the transient passing presence of
the magnet and to alter an electrical characteristic so as to indicate a rotation or partial rotation of

the meter index dial pointer;
the method further comprising:

attaching the magnet to the index dial pointer without removing the index from the meter;

removing the meter index cover, attaching the magnet, and mounting the replacement
retrofit cover are performed without stopping gas flow through the meter and while the meter is
in normal operation; and

after mounting the replacement retrofit cover, activating the AMR retrofit module
electronics by passing a magnet over a portion of an AMR electronics components to initiate
operation without needing to provide an external switch or opening the electronics module.
17.

An automatic meter reading (AMR) module for a utility meter of the type having an

index assembly with at least one index dial and at least one index dial pointer that rotates about

an index pointer shaft to indicate the flow of a utility commodity through the meter, the
advanced metering reading module comprising:
an index cover at least a portion of which is transparent so that movement of the index

dial and the index pointer to which the index cover is to be attached are visible to an observer

during meter operation;

a carrier for holding a magnet to the at least one index pointer at a non-zero radial
distance from the index pointer shaft so that the carried magnet orbits the index pointer shaft in
operation as the utility commodity flows through the meter;

a sensor that is adapted to detect the passage of the magnet past the sensor on each orbit
during operation; and

a sensor circuit that receives an input signal from the sensor and develops a count related
to the number of times the sensor has detected the passage of the pointer carried magnet.
18.

The AMR module as in claim 17, wherein the sensor is disposed within or on a surface of

the index cover.
19.

The AMR module as in claim 17, wherein the sensor is disposed inside a mounting bezel

of the meter supporting the index cover of the meter.

20.

The AMR module as in claim 17, wherein the sensor includes a switch that undergoes at

least a transient state change during the passage of the magnet past the sensor.
2 1.

The AMR module as in claim 20, wherein the at least transient state change comprises a

change from a switch open state to a switch closed state.
22.

The AMR module as in claim 20, wherein the at least transient state change generates a

pulse signal that is detected by the sensor circuit and is used to develop the count.
23.

The AMR module as in claim 20, wherein at least a transient state change during the

passage of the magnet past the sensor comprises a state change until the next passage of the
magnet.
24.

The AMR module as in claim 17, wherein the sensor circuit further includes a memory or

register for storing the count or at least one value or symbol representing the count.
25.

The AMR module as in claim 17, wherein the sensor circuit further comprises:

a low-pass filter coupled to the sensor; and
a latch coupled to the low-pass filter.
26.

The AMR module as in claim 17, further comprising a radio frequency transmitter and

receiver; wherein at least the transmitter being adapted to access the memory or register storing
the count or at least one value or symbol representing the count and transmitting that count or at
least one value or symbol representing the count to an external entity.
27.

The AMR module as in claim 26, wherein the transmitter and receiver are adapted for

operation on a radio frequency wireless network.
28.

The AMR module as in claim 26, further comprising energy consumption control circuit

to control the power or energy consumption of at least one of the sensor circuit, radio transmitter,

radio receiver, memory, and any combination of two or more of these.

29.

The AMR module as in claim 17, further comprising a cap or fitment for attachment to

the meter dial index pointer and to carry the magnet along a radius of the dial index pointer.
30.

The AMR module as in claim 17, further comprising an electronics module housing

different from the index cover, the sensor circuit being disposed at least in part within the
electronics module housing and the sensor being disposed at least in part within the index cover;
and the sensor being electrically coupled with the sensor circuit by electrical conductors.
31.

The AMR module as in claim 17, further comprising an electronics module housing

different from the index cover, the sensor circuit being disposed at least in part within the
electronics module housing and the sensor being disposed at least in part within the index cover;
and the sensor being electrically coupled with the sensor circuit by electrical conductors.
32.

The AMR module as in claim 31, wherein the sensor includes a switch that undergoes at

least a transient state change during the passage of the magnet past the sensor; and the switch is

disposed within a portion of the sensor circuit disposed on or within the index cover.
33.

The AMR module as in claim 26, wherein the radio frequency transmitter and receiver

are disposed within an electronics module housing different from the index cover.
34.

The AMR module as in claim 26, wherein the index cover and the electronics module

housing are integrally formed or attached together and mount to the meter as a single assembly.
35.

The AMR module as in claim 17, wherein the generated state change comprises a change

in electrical capacitance.
36.

The AMR module as in claim 17, wherein the generated state change comprises a change

in electrical voltage.
37.

The AMR module as in claim 17, wherein the generated state change comprises a change

in electrical current.

38.

The AMR module as in claim 17, wherein:

the sensor is disposed within or on a surface of the index cover;
the sensor includes a switch that undergoes at least a transient state change during the

passage of the magnet past the sensor;
the at least transient state change comprises a change from a switch open state to a switch

closed state;
the at least transient state change generates a pulse signal that is detected by the sensor

circuit and is used to develop the count;
the sensor circuit further includes a memory or register for storing the count or at least

one value or symbol representing the count; and
the AMR module further comprising:

a radio frequency transmitter and radio frequency receiver, wherein at least the
transmitter being adapted to access the memory or register storing the count or at least
one value or symbol representing the count and transmitting that count or at least one

value or symbol representing the count to an external entity, and the radio frequency

transmitter and radio frequency receiver are adapted for operation on a radio frequency
wireless network;
energy consumption control circuit to control the power or energy consumption of
at least one of the sensor circuit, radio transmitter, radio receiver, memory, and any

combination of two or more of these; and
an electronics module housing different from the index cover, the sensor circuit

being disposed at least in part within the electronics module housing and the sensor being
disposed at least in part within the index cover, the sensor being electrically coupled with
the sensor circuit by electrical conductors, and a radio frequency antenna coupled with

the transmitter and receiver disposed in the electronics module housing at a location other

than sandwiched between the meter body and the meter index.
39.

The AMR module as in claim 17, further comprising a magnet adapted to be attached to

the index dial pointer and to interact with the sensor as it rotates with the index dial pointer.
40.

An apparatus comprising:
a sensor that is adapted to detect the passage of the magnet carried in a fitment on an

outer radial portion of a meter index dial pointer past the sensor on each orbit during operation;
and

a sensor circuit that receives an input signal from the sensor and develops a count related
to the number of times the sensor has detected the passage of the pointer carried magnet.
41.

A system for performing automated meter reading comprising:
an AMR retrofit assembly including a mechanical to electrical conversion device, a radio

for communicating a meter reading to an external requestor and optionally for receiving data and

commands;

a network for communicating the meter reading from the radio to the external requestor
wherein the external requestor comprises a requesting network server; and
the server for controlling the operation of the system.
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